
A. Reading 5 Lesson Plan
Reading Strategies

Effective Instructional Sequence

Instructor’s Name: Amanda Abrahams

Subject/Level: ESL/ALCI Reading 5

Lesson Objectives 
• Students will able to practice identifying the main idea of a short story.
• Students will be able to write to a summary in class.
• Students will work in groups to come to a consensus on the main idea of their short story.

Setting the Stage (5-10 minutes)
1. After students have finished their quiz1, introduce myself and tell them that I will be teaching 

the class today. We are going to be talking about reading strategies to make it easier for you 
when you are reading in English.

2. Go over the “Self-Evaluation of Reading Strategies” with the class, read the “Strategies” and 
with a show of hands, ask the students to show me if they did or did not use each strategy with 
the reading, “My Husband the Outsider”, “Switched at Birth”, and “Unwelcome in 
Chinatown.”

3. When we get to “I summarize in my own words”, ask who has used this strategy with a show 
of hands, read off the rest but come back to the summary strategy. 

Comprehensible Input (10 minutes) 
1. Ask students what it means to summarize?
2. Have you ever summarized something? 
 a. Has anyone seen a good movie lately? What was it about? If students have difficulty 
 with movie titles, bring some up (Django)
b. When you watch a movie, how long does it take you tell your friends what the movie  was 

about? Does it take you 2 hours to tell them or 2 minutes?
c. Elicit conversation about summaries by writing on the board
 SUMMARY

 *In your own words (ask the class what this means)
 *Always shorter than the reading (again, 2 minutes, not 2 hours)
 *Main idea (what is it really telling you? What was the most important part?)

Guided Practice (15 minutes) 
1. Have the students get in groups of 4-5 (probably 4)

1 Chris will be giving the quiz at the beginning of class and then I will start teaching afterwards. 



2. Distribute the readings: Two Happy Men, Hold On Joe, The Power of Love, The Cheap 
Apartment, The Man in the Blue Car, The Kind Waitress, Buried Alive. (There is one extra just 
in case-4 copies of each story)

3. Ask the students to work on an oral summary first. Have them work together to decide on the 
main idea of the story. Walk around and check for understanding, if the students are on the 
right path. 

4. Have one person from each group come to the board and write their main idea (one sentence) 
on the board. After each group has sent a person from their group up, have that group read 
their main idea.

5. Go over the main idea with everyone as a class to make sure we are all on the same page. 
6. Have the students get back in their groups and write 2-3 major details and then discuss to find 

out what supports the main idea. 
7. Have students write a 4-6 sentence summary for homework on the back of their stories. 

Assessment/Evaluation (5 minutes) 
1. Evaluation is done during their group work, checking to see if the students are grasping the 

concept of summarizing.
2. Participation in class, students’ understanding of vocabulary and material in class. Assessment 

is periodically done throughout the lesson.



B. French 101 Lesson Plan
“Être et Avoir”

Effective Instructional Sequence

Instructor’s Name: Amanda Abrahams

Subject/Level: French/French 101-CSU Chico

Lesson Objectives
• Students will practice and be introduced to the verbs “être” and “avoir”
• Students will practice the personal pronouns
• Students will recognize French sentence structure 
• Students will be able to produce two original sentences about a music video. 

Setting the Stage (5-10 minutes)
1. Play “Être et Avoir” http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tN-a41ui2Xw
2. Ask students if they understood anything from the song, write down what they are saying 

exactly as they are saying it. 
3. Tell the students that “Aujourd’hui, on va discuter les verbes ‘être’ et ‘avoir. On va parler des 

pronoms. Vous comprenez pronoms? Je, tu...ils/elles. 

Comprehensible Input (10 minutes)
1. Write “SVO” on the board. Tell the students that in French, the sentence structure is Subject + 

Verb + Object. Have three different colored markers to distinguish between the three. 
2. Go over the pronouns, have all the students write them down
3. Conjugate the verbs “être” and “avoir” as a class. Go to page R8 in the back of the book.
4. Go over the lyrics with the class, read them together out loud once without the song, then with 

the song. When we are reading the lyrics, point to the italicized words: être, avoir, maison, 
voiture, table, chaise, toit, lit. 

5. Distribute the lyrics with the blanked out verbs.

Guided Practice (10 minutes)
1. Go over the lyrics and just focus on the first paragraph. Use as much TPR as possible to 
explain what the vocabulary is. 
2. Être- Let’s just focus on present tense and the use of être, the student should use their past 
knowledge to fill in the rest of the sentence. Have students practice with each other, “Je suis 
americain(e). Tu es americain(e). Il/elle/on est etudiants. Nous sommes _____, etc.
3. Have student go up to the board and conjugate the verbs “être” and “avoir”. Where is the S, 
the V, and the O? 

Application & Extension (10 minutes)
1. Write at least 2 sentences about the music video. 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tN-a41ui2Xw
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tN-a41ui2Xw


Assessment & Evaluation (10 minutes)
• Informal assessment is done throughout the lesson
• During setting the stage, make sure to write down what the students are commenting or 

recognizing about the music video exactly as they say it. It is important that they are 
contributing to the class. Here I am just assessing their language production, not looking for 
accuracy but just production. Accuracy can be measured during their writing when asked to 
produce two sentences about the music video. 

• By using words the students understand, limited vocabulary and asking them frequent CCQs, I 
check for understanding and make everyone say “oui” or “non” if they understand. I have been 
trying to maintain a professional stance but keep it casual with the students so that they feel 
comfortable enough to make mistakes, and just use their language. 



Cloze Activity
Des chaises, une table, un lit, un toit c'était tout ce qu'on avait.
Vingt ans, pourtant, des rêves en grand c'était tout ce qu'il nous fallait.
Voiture, maison, c'est sûr c'est bon maintenant qu'est ce que ça cache.
Ca nous remplit, ca nous rend pas meilleur pourtant que je sache.
Car tout ce qu'on est, pas tout ce qu'on a, tout ce qu'on est pas tout ce qu'on a.

Plus beau, plus cher, plus riche, plus fort voilà tout ce qu'on adore.
Autant d'efforts, tout ces trésors,on nous fait croire que quand on sera mort, que tout cet or en 
banque, ces hommes c'est tant que lors que cet amour que l'on manque.

Quel être2 humain l'est un peu moins depuis qu'il s'est fait avoir.
Car tout ce qu'on est pas tout ce qu'on a, tout ce qu'on est pas tout ce qu'on a.

Des chaises, une table,un lit, un toit, c'était tout ce qu'on avait. Il en faut peu pour être heureux 
moi c'est tout ce que je sais.

Tout ce qu'on est pas tout ce qu'on a, oui tout ce qu'on est pas tout ce qu'on a...

Des_____________, une _______, un______, un _______ c'était tout ce qu'on avait.
Vingt ans, pourtant, des rêves en grand c'était tout ce qu'il nous fallait.
________,________, c'est sûr c'est bon maintenant qu'est ce que ça cache.
Ca nous remplit, ca nous rend pas meilleur pourtant que je sache.
Car tout ce qu'on est, pas tout ce qu'on a, tout ce qu'on est pas tout ce qu'on a.

Plus beau, plus cher, plus riche, plus fort voilà tout ce qu'on adore.
Autant d'efforts, tout ces trésors,on nous fait croire que quand on sera mort, que tout cet or en 
banque, ces hommes c'est tant que lors que cet amour que l'on manque.

Quel ______humain l'est un peu moins depuis qu'il s'est fait _______.
Car tout ce qu'on est pas tout ce qu'on a, tout ce qu'on est pas tout ce qu'on a.

Des chaises, une table,un lit, un toit, c'était tout ce qu'on avait. Il en faut peu pour ______ heureux 
moi c'est tout ce que je sais.

Tout ce qu'on est pas tout ce qu'on a, oui tout ce qu'on est pas tout ce qu'on a...

2 Here, I explain the dual use of “être”: être humain and être (human being and to be) 



C. Cross Cultural Awareness Lesson Plan
Small Talk

Effective Instructional Sequence

Instructor’s Name: Amanda Abrahams

Subject/Level: ESL/ALCI Cross Cultural Awareness Elective 

Lesson Objectives
• Students will able to recognize typical small talk in American English topics. 
• Students will be able to recognize the difference between personal conversation and acceptable 

small talk issues.
• Students will perform an original skit in front of the class using at least two examples of the 

small talk issues discussed.

Setting the Stage (5-10 minutes)
1. Write “small talk” on the board. Ask students what it means? Have they ever heard of this 

before? Is there such a thing as “big talk” ? 
2. Ask them a few questions (about how they feel, about the weather, about their bank account, 

view on politics, religion) and see how they react, is it appropriate? is it inappropriate?

Comprehensible Input (10 minutes) 
1. I would start by explaining that we, as Americans, are so chatty and I could have a 

conversation with any and all of the students in the room. 
2. Ask if anyone has heard the term “awkward silence”.We kind of tend to feel awkward with 

“awkward silences” and so we fill them up with unimportant chatter. Especially in Chico, the 
people are friendlier and thus, talk more, especially with strangers. 

3. I would tell them that certain things are appropriate to say to strangers, while others are not.  
a. Small talk is defined as “polite conversation about unimportant or uncontroversial matters, 

esp. as engaged in on social occasions.” Explain that people don’t want to make strangers 
uncomfortable, they just want to fill the “________ silence.” 

4. Tell the students that there is a time, a place, and topics for small talk. 
a. Small talk about the weather (give examples for all of these)

i. “It’s so nice out! I heard it might rain soon.”
b. Small talk about events on campus

i. “Did you see the Harlem Shake?” But be careful to keep it uncontroversial. 
ii. http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4ieTa_dgDik

c. Small talk at a social event
i. “So who do you know here?”

d. Small talk standing in line (depends what line you are in)
i. Mention their clothing or whatever you are in line for. 

3. Introduce the three idioms

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4ieTa_dgDik
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4ieTa_dgDik


a. to break the ice-Why is it called breaking the ice? Sometimes people use games or 
activities to “break the ice” like the name game. Who knows/remembers the name 
game with the animal sounds? What was the point of that?

b. to look for common ground-what is common ground? What do you guys think that 
means? 

c. to get the point-What does that mean? Why point? Is it a literal question? 

If someone doesn’t want to answer a question, you can always politely decline by saying:
a. “I’m sorry. I prefer not to answer that question.”
b. “I’m sorry. That’s a hard question for me to answer.”
c. “I’m sorry. I’d feel uncomfortable answering that question.”
d. “If you don’t mind, I’d rather not answer that.”

Or, if you want to change the topic of conversation, you could say:
“by the way, did you hear about....”
“by the way, did I tell you....”
“I’ve been meaning to tell you....”
“On another subject....”
“Speaking of ____, I wanted to tell you about _____”

Guided Practice (15 minutes) 
1. Go over Appendix A. Have students look at the list and identify what is “too personal” in their 

home country and what is “ok” to ask. Have the students fill out the list (Appendix A) and 
compare with a partner next to them. 

2. Have each pair share what they put down and explain if possible. 
3. Have them draft up a skit with a partner from across the room. Their skit should be 8 lines 

long (each person should have 4 different lines). 
4. Go around and ask if they have any questions, problems. 

Application/Extension (15 minutes) 
1. Have the students come up in front of the class and perform their small talk skit. 
2. Have them introduce at least two appropriate topics for conversation in the US and add one 

from their host country.
3. Have the students in the class identify which topic of conversation is not appropriate to ask at 

the specified scenario. 

Assessment/Evaluation (5 minutes) 
1. Evaluation is done during their skits, looking at proper use of small talk subjects and overall 

language. 
2. Check to see if the students correctly identify which topic is inappropriate small talk in the 

US. 
3. Have students write down at least 2 idiomatic phrases and 2 places where it is appropriate to 

start meaningless small talk and have them turn it in at the end of class. 



4. Participation in class, students' understanding of vocabulary and material in class. Assessment 
is periodically done throughout the lesson.

Appendix A:
                    U.S.             Home Country

marital status

age

salary

rent

cost of new car

number of children

personal problems

religion

job

love life

future plans

politics 

 



D. French 101 Lesson Plan

Effective Instructional Sequence

Instructor’s Name: Amanda Abrahams

Subject/Level: French/French 101-CSU Chico

Lesson Objectives
• Students will be able to recognize the spoken difference between feminine and masculine 

articles: un vs. une, le vs. la.
• Students will be able to practice their use of “ne pas”
• Students will be able to compose a short dialogue using their new and old vocabulary

Setting the Stage: (5-10 minutes)
1.Write “Café Amanda” and p. 26-27 on the board and ask the students to open their books to 

those pages. 
2.Play Putumayo song: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AQr9XITvTIQ and French Café 

sounds: http://audiojungle.net/item/busy-french-cafe-/47362
3.“Bonjour!!! Bienvenue au Café Amanda! Vous désirez? Vous désirez un café? Un thé? Une 

lemonade?” Ask the students to translate what “limonade” means in English, ask CCQs about 
the vocabulary. Qu’est ce que c’est une lemonade? En anglais?

Comprehensible Input: (10 minutes)
1.Go over the vocabulary as a class. 
2.Isolate half of the class at a time for pronunciation. Go over masculine and feminine, un vs 

une, le vs la. Ask the students to repeat multiple times to fine tune the pronunciation. 
3.Review conjugation for the verb “aimer”
4.Review the negative : Subject + ne + Verb + pas + Object 

Guided Practice: (10 minutes)
1. Have the students practice with a partner talking about what they like or dislike from the menu 
in their books

J’aime le café
Je n’aime pas la pizza
Etc.

Application & Extension: (10 minutes; 5 for planning, 5 for acting-everyone must go!)
1. Students are to write a dialogue using 5 new vocabulary words and 10 old vocabulary words.
2.Have students come up in groups of three- 1 serveur(euse), 2 clients. 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AQr9XITvTIQ
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AQr9XITvTIQ
http://audiojungle.net/item/busy-french-cafe-/47362
http://audiojungle.net/item/busy-french-cafe-/47362


Assessment & Evaluation (done throughout and during activity at the end of class)
•Assess their pronunciation during their skit
•Mainly assessing their fluidity in speech, if they can be fluid speakers
•Monitor their use of new and old vocabulary

Dictée (for attendance) (10 minutes) 

Bonjour! Je m’appelle Amanda et j’étudie le français! Je suis américaine et j’aime le sport. Il est 
dix heures cinquante du matin.  Au revoir!


